
                                                            ADVANTAGES 
 

1) In conventional method of satellite launching, payload (Satellite load) is much 

smaller than total weight of launching vehicle. I.e. for 2 tones of satellite, we 

require 100 tones space vehicle. I.e. 2%. 

                          Here, payload may be up to 95% as initial stage of launching is due 

to magnetic repulsion. Fuel is require to set satellite in its orbit. 

2) Fuel loss, also vehicle damage after each launching can be avoided. 

3) More economical because electricity can be taken from any side of country for 

some period of time. (By load scheduling if not have sufficient capacity) 

4) Develop space gun may act as machine gun also i.e. gun which can fire more than 

one satellite at a time in series.  (By keeping proper space between two satellites.) 

5)  Initial cost is only further maintenance is requiring.  

6) Super conductivity is required for some time, which is possible now a day. 

7) Percentage of fell ever in space project is much & mostly due to initial stage of 

launching. This may be avoided here. 

                    (This is primary view about space gun, we may improve it much as we 

require.)   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

                                              SPACE GUN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



   In school days, I always think about gun , whose barrel is facing 

towards sky & it fire the space ship like projectile with such speed that it will enter 

into it’s orbit around earth in space smoothly. But this was only the dream. It is 

impossible in ordinary condition by ordinary gun to fire a space ship with initially 

requiring too much momentum, which we can’t give by single initial explosion. 

   But when I read about superconductor & about its extra ordinary 

character, like magnetic field repel super conductor (push away).  I thank that my 

dream of space gun may comes into existence. 

   In countries like Japan, France bullet trains are come into 

existence. In which whole train is lifted up in space over abed of magnetic field.2 

   

 
   By law of nature, whenever we keep super conductor in magnetic 

field opposite field is formed by superconductor, pushes the super conductor in 

direction away from field.   

   This law is used in bullet train. 

                                              
Now consider, if bullet train is lifted on magnetic bed means 

friction from rail becomes zero. If we keep it in tube from which much air is suck out. 

So air resistance is about zero. 



Now, any small push like one micro Newton also give small 

additional velocity to this train by magnetic repulsion and if we give series of such 

push to this train by Magnetic repulsion. At every time, some velocity mush gets 

added to this train velocity. There will be continuous increase in velocity of train as 

losses due to friction are not present.  

Before going to actual design of space gun. I mention here some 

terms, which is used in design. 

MAGNETIC EXPLOSION: - Let A be a train moving with some velocity V & M be 

magnetic coil. Let at the backside of train super conducting material is placed (As 

indicated by shaded line). In any shape like ring, plate etc.  By computer control it is 

so adjusted that when bullet train just crosses magnetic coil current in magnetic coil 

starts flowing for second. (If possible make it with super conductive material.) & 

Magnetic field is form at the backside of train suddenly for fraction of second. I give 

a name magnetic explosion to this sudden formation of magnetic field, which gives 

push to this train from backside due to repulsion. As superconductor try to go away 

from magnetic field & as train is a bullet train so lifted from bed also. Then this push 

will add non-frictional some additional velocity to this train. 

MAGNETIC ACCELERATOR: - here, Magnetic coil forming magnetic explosion is 

called magnetic accelerator. 

SPACE BULLET: -Space ship or satellite or any object, which is fired by space gun, 

is called space bullet. 

 

                                                  DESIGN OF SPACE GUN 

   This magnetic gun will have shape as shown in figure. Here, OA is 

portion in which space bullet takes sufficient speed V. (So that in circular path, it will 

inclined by 87 0 (nearly) to horizontal so it will run on vertical bed in circular path. (On 

outer wall of circular path)) 

    



 
   In between A & B radius of curvature goes on decreasing & by similar 

rate bed goes on inclining to horizontal. (As weight of space bullet remains same but 

centripetal force goes on increasing. Hence resultant of both becomes more and more 

horizontal.) 

 

              
At point B, Radius should keep in such a way that angle of resultant Ra to 

horizontal plain as shown in figure will be up to 30 (not fixed may be adjusted to another 

possible angle also). 

So,          Tan 30 = mg/(mv2/R) = tanθ  

  =gR/v2  

  or, R = tanθ x v2 /g  

where, m & v are mass & velocity of space bullet & R radius of circular 

path. 



              R=Tan 30 x v2 /g 

   R=4.122 x 10 – 4 v2 

where, v – km/hr 

 R – meter 

From point B onward, in circular path, after entry of bullet, Inlet BC will 

get closed and path becomes perfectly circular tube like. Here, outer wall surface keep 

slightly curve in nature. So, space bullet will slide by 30 as velocity goes on increasing. 

   
 From v to very great required value ( essential for launching). 

When space bullet reaches to that required value. Opening DE will open and on spiral 

path DF as radius of curvature goes on increasing inclined bullet & its vertical bed 

become horizontal or upright. After F space bullet will move on horizontal bed. This will 

fire it ultimately into sky. By providing some launching (rising up) apron facing towards 

sky. 

General Working: - 

From O to A: -Let space bullet be of mass m is first lifted on horizontal bed at point O 

and pushed by magnetic explosion from coil placed back to it. So, it will start moving 

linearly. Then there will be series of magnetic explosion due to series of magnetic 

acceleration placed on the path, which increases the velocity, let, up to 426 km/hr.  

(which is some what less than bullet train speed) at point A. 

From A to B:-From point A path curvature goes on decreasing & so, bed goes on 

inclining to horizontal. 

                 Resultant R = {(mg)2 + (mv2/r)2}0. 5 

            & tan θ =(mg)/(mv2/r) = gr/v2= k r 

                      Sec2 θ dθ = k dr 

                               



Here, as r goes on decreasing, θ also decreases. So, bed of sliding goes on inclining to 

horizontal. (As it is perpendicular to R always.) 

In circular tube path: - When, bullet reaches to point B, θ become 30. ( general angle 

between resultant to horizontal plane & may change as per requirement.) 

                          Tan 30 = (g R)/v2 

                                 R = Tan 30 x v2/g 

 = 5.34228 x 10-3  v2  
 = 4.12213 x 10-4   v2 
 where, v is in Km/hr & R is in meter. 
 So, at v = 426 km/hr 
                                R = 4.12213 x 10-4 (426)2 
                                 R = 75 m 
          

 i.e. diameter 150 m is sufficient for circular path. (here only) 

                At point A when space bullet enters into circular tube, entry BC get closed & 

path of space bullet becomes perfectly circular. Let, N be number of accelerator in 

circular path. Let, every accelerator add velocity dv (averagely) to space bullet, then 

velocity after m rotation will be  

        Velocity = initial velocity at A + N x m x dv 

                          Let, initial velocity at A is zero. 

    Then,                 V = N x m x dv 

      Here, M can be increase to any amount as it is only rotation in circular path. 

   Let,                   N =  2 accelerator 

                            dv = 1 km/hr = 0.277 m/sec ( which is less than speed of walking 

person.)average additional velocity by 

each accelerator 

 if require final velocity is v= 10000 km/hr. 

Then,                10000 = 1 x 2 x m 

 M = 5000 Rotation. 

 Means, after 5000 rotations in circular path, space bullet will get speed, which is 

sufficient to fire it into space. 

  Initial velocity is zero & final is 10000 Km /hr. 

Means , average velocity = 5000 km /hr = 1388.88 m/s 



          Circumference of circular path = 3.14 x 150 

    = 471.239 m 

  Time require for total operation (averagely) 

    T = 471.239 x 5000/1388.88 = 1696.4713 sec 

    =0.47 hr 

  i.e. in less than hour we can get speed of 10000 km /hr in circular 

path. 

From C to F: - when space bullet get sufficient velocity, outlet CG get open & space 

bullet travel on spiral path CF & again come on horizontal bed at point F. 

From F to G: - As point F crosses by space bullet. Airtight gate at F divide FG part of 

gun and when bullet is in between F & G. G gate get open to atmosphere. (Here, air 

rushing from end G to E as whole tube FG has no air to avoid this resistance 

compressed air may blow in tube at point F suddenly). Then rising apron provided after 

point G in open air (or may close) throw the space bullet to require path into space. 

     Here, when we want to use gun again only pipe portion between F 

& G sucked out & vacuum is created by keeping F & G gate closed & then F gate is 

open again for bullet entry. 

  Here, whole tube portion i.e. from starting O to F is kept in 

partially vacuum condition always. 

  

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 



 



 



 
      


